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Smart Data: Enterprise Performance Optimization StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is written for enterprise executives and addresses the single most important activity for which they are ultimately responsible—optimization of performance. Whether you are an executive of government or commercial enterprise, or any other organization, your primary aim is to maximize return from limited resources to accomplish...
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Efficient Secure Two-Party Protocols: Techniques and Constructions (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	The authors present a comprehensive study of efficient protocols and techniques for secure two-party computation – both general constructions that can be used to securely compute any functionality, and protocols for specific problems of interest. The book focuses on techniques for constructing efficient protocols and proving them...
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Quantum Circuit SimulationSpringer, 2009
Quantum Circuit Simulation covers the fundamentals of linear algebra and introduces basic concepts of quantum physics needed to understand quantum circuits and algorithms. It requires only basic familiarity with algebra, graph algorithms and computer engineering. After introducing necessary background, the authors describe key simulation...
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Digital Signal Processing: An Introduction with MATLAB and ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	In three parts, this book contributes to the advancement of engineering education and that serves as a general reference on digital signal processing. Part I presents the basics of analog and digital signals and systems in the time and frequency domain. It covers the core topics: convolution, transforms, filters, and random signal analysis....
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McLaughlin  &  Kaluzny's Continuous Quality Improvement in Health CareJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2018

	Through a unique interdisciplinary perspective on health care quality and safety, McLaughlin & Kaluzny’s Continuous Quality Improvement in Health Care, Fifth Edition covers the subjects of operations management, organizational behavior, and healthcare service delivery. With a broad focus on both the philosophy and processes of...
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Lean Sigma: A Practitioner's GuidePrentice Hall, 2006
Lean Sigma delivers resultsif you use the right tools and techniques. In Lean Sigma: A Practitioner's Guide, Dr. Ian Wedgwood captures best-practice Lean Sigma experience from multiple projects and industries, helping any professional identify the solution that...
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JUMP! : Skydiving Made Fun & EasyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Skydiving can be the thrill of a lifetime, but is “taking the plunge” right for you? Before you invest your hard earned dollars in pricey equipment and expensive lessons, read this book and find out. You’ll get an expert, frank overview of the sport covering everything you need to know BEFORE you go ahead and enroll in a skydiving...
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Six Sigma Tool Navigator: The Master Guide for TeamsProductivity Press, 2003
Six Sigma Tool Navigator is the only lean resource that provides a complete compendium of tools for teams engaged in Six Sigma improvement activities. In addition, it offers actual tools, definitions, and techniques you need to move your organization closer to producing minimal defects. Six Sigma Tool Navigator...
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Testing Complex and Embedded SystemsCRC Press, 2010

	Many enterprises regard system-level testing as the final piece of the development effort, rather than as a tool that should be integrated throughout the development process. As a consequence, test teams often execute critical test plans just before product launch, resulting in much of the corrective work being performed in a rush and at the...
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Software Engineering Best Practices: Lessons from Successful Projects in the Top CompaniesMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Proven techniques for software development success 

In this practical guide, software-quality guru Capers Jones reveals best practices for ensuring software development success by illustrating the engineering methods used by the most successful large software projects at leading companies such...
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Introduction to Engineering Statistics and Six Sigma: Statistical Quality Control and Design of Experiments and SystemsSpringer, 2006

	Many have heard that six sigma methods are necessary to survive, let alone thrive, in today’s competitive markets, but are not really sure what the methods are or how or when to use them.


	Introduction to Engineering Statistics and Six Sigma contains precise descriptions of all of the many related methods and details...
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Delta-Sigma A/D-Converters: Practical Design for Communication Systems (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2012

	The emphasis of this book is on practical design aspects for broadband A/D converters for communication systems. The embedded designs are employed for transceivers in the field of ADSL solutions and WLAN applications. An area- and power-efficient realization of a converter is mandatory to remain competitive in the market. The right choice for...
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